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April 2016 Operations Summary 

 
Initial call volume 184, up 5.74% compared to last year’s 174. YTD 11.53% growth 

Software issue identified in Chief Beaudoin’s quarterly review of fire operations. As a result a 

number of calls did not populate in the 1st QTR reports. This additional volume has been added 

to first quarter reports on the fire apparatus response sheet and overall department numbers 

where appropriate. This issue has been corrected, will be monitored to ensure it does not repeat. 

Department fractile response 89.66%; Fire apparatus response 85.71%; EMS responses 90.08%  

1 structure fire this month 

04/28/2016 – residential fire; electrical short, heavy smoke throughout house; heat damage room 

of origin and hallway; fire contained to room of origin; 

 

Department Goal Performance measure - < 10 minutes 0%; 11 minute response; Canyon Lake ST 3 not 

available 

NFPA 1720 STANDARD - 5 staff in 14 minutes 0%; 10 or more in 20 minutes 100%  

 

8 - Fire related Public service  

25 - MIH contacts this month  

10 - priority 1 transports;   

2 – Stroke alerts average scene time 15.5 minutes; dispatch to ER 49.5 minutes; (both transports over 16 

miles)  

5 - Ambulance activations / 5 transports  

4 – Mutual aid provided; 1 EMS / 1 transport, 3 fire response  
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Volume / Data Evaluation 1st QTR 2016 

Adjustments to report in red after correction in software issue FH reporting 

VOLUME 

Over all call volume for 2016 is running 8.81% (13.50%) ahead of 2015. We end 2015 with a 1.64% 

increase over 2014 volume. As mentioned several times before the efforts and success of the MIH 

program had a direct impact on the limited volume increase we experienced in 2015. Those same efforts 

and successes continue to grow and outperform last year’s numbers MIH visits in the 1st QTR are at 79% 

of 2015’s total visits. This is not only significant performance for the program but suggest the 8.81% 

growth YTD for 2016 is true growth.     

 

(Fire volume up 1% fire only, 14% with MVA’s: EMS only volume up 7%, with MVA’s include up 12%)  

(SYSTEM TOTAL up 13.50% with MVA’s)      

 

Once again there are some notable changes in volume trends YTD for 2016; All Zones are showing 

volume increases over YTD 2015. Zone 2 (station 2 area) 2016 volume shows a 25% increase over 2015 

and a percent to total of 25.72%, an increase of 1.33%. 

Zone 1 (Station 1) shows a 3% volume increase over YTD 2015 but a 2.36% decrease in percent to total 

volume at 41.73%. 

Zone 3 (Station 3 area) this area shows a 6% volume increase over YTD 2015 and a percentage to total 

increase of .81% at 28.42%. This area has shown consistent percentage to total volume growth over the 

last 2 years. 

Mutual aid volume is on par with 2015 YTD at 4.14% of total volume.     

 

Fire apparatus only volume shows an 11% (1% increase fire only / 14% with MVA’s) decrease compared 

to 2015. The volume variance for fire apparatus only is in the Fire other category with a negative variance 

of 20 (10) responses. MVA’s were static at 43 (61 calls, an increase of 42% compared to 2015), wildland 

up 2 and structures fires up 4 YTD. We would like to think some of this variance in volume is due to a 

more robust community service effort for fire related items such as smoke and fire alarm assistance. This 

expanded service of the MIH program as the same impact on reducing fire volume as it does on EMS 

volume. YTD volume for the fire side of MIH is 19.  

  

FRACTILE PERFORMANCE 

Overall departmental fractile performance YTD 2016 is 90.08% down slight from 90.65% end of year 

2015.  

EMS fractile YTD 2016 91.44%; Fire apparatus responses YTD 2016 85.49%; 

 

Structure Fires  
January continues to be a big month for structure fires, 9 in January of 2016 compared to 7 January of 

2015 and a total 16 for the entire year; YTD we have responded to 12 in district structure fires. 

All but one of these 12 responses met or exceeded NFPA 1720 standards (9 in 15min with against a 6 in 

14min standard). This response (15min) and one other (12min) exceeded the departments goal of 10 

minutes or less.  

 

MVA  

MVA’s for 2016 are on par (up 42% from 2015, 61 CFS 1st QTR) with 2015 number at 43. In 2015 we 

saw a 6% increase over 2014 with an upward trend over the last 3 or 4 years (20% 2013 to 2014). A good 

portion of this upward trend is related to increased traffic volume and then potentiated by several road 

construction projects. As an observation, most of the construction events related to the upward trend have 

been completed but accident volume has not decreased.   
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Apparatus & Project Updates 
 

Ambulances:  We are stocking and installing needed equipment for DSHS 

Inspection.  The titles were received and license plates have been received.  We are 

working on the appropriate paperwork for DSHS and should be inspected and 

placed into service in the very near future.   

Engine:  Apparatus is in the Final Engineering Stage.  Once completed and final 

sign-off obtained, production should begin.  We received the final graphic 

drawings for approval.  There’s a projected August to September time frame for 

delivery.   

Brush Truck:  The second production line is getting ready to start.  Our truck will 

be the third in line. We anticipate an “earlier than expected” delivery date.  As of 

today, a projected completion date is set for September.   

Air Pack Upgrades:  Received the instructions from LCRA; met with CEO Salmon 

and preparing to process the order.  We are working with ESD #4 to add the 

Airpacks for the new Engine to this purchase in order to take advantage of the 

special discount pricing given.  The order will be placed no later than 5/27/16 to 

utilize the discounted pricing.    

FIRE RMS:  In the final stages of data analysis and conversion.  Looking to have 

the program up and running in the next 45-60 days.   
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Office(s): Clinical & Medical Direction / Centre for Emergency Health Sciences 
Liaison to the Board: Chief/Chair Scotty Bolleter, BS, EMT-P 
Date of last meeting: April 21, 2016 
 
May 19, 2016 
 
The aggressive pace for education and training continues across the broad spectrum of OCD, OMD and 
cEHS efforts with no indication of slowing.  Local (recent school district) award and National (recent 
published) recognition of training program continue to suggest we are on the right path.  
 
cEHS:  High school courses (First Responder, EMT and Anatomy) are nearing completion as schools 
prepare to wrap for the summer. cEHS has a number of summer programs for faculty and students 
already on the books). EMT 151024 completed with the next EMT program already underway. Our BLS 
staff has increased their CPR/Bleeding efforts with strong numbers expected in the fall.  Critical Care 
labs have been held this past month with NBFD, DOD (Army Flight and Army pre-deployment), SAFD, 
and a host of guests. Research & Development work continues to show promise with a number of new 
projects on the horizon (REBOA et al). We were also fortunate to note a dramatic increase in Bio-
Skills/Corporate workshops adding to the bottom line of improved training opportunity for both our 
staff and area surgeons. 
       

OCD: Clinical fractile (an indicator of clinical preparation and readiness) is trending positively 

with efforts from Emergency Services, OCD and OMD bringing about immediate clarification 

and resolution to residual delinquency.   

Quality Assurance & Improvements – no clinical challenges to report 

OMD: 

 M&M Review’s occur first Monday of each month. Last month Dr. Manifold specially 

addressed select cardiac issues, a need for credentialing diligence and his approval of our 

current clinical efforts.   

 Dr. Manifold remains focused on the clinical fractile AND protocol testing - 

administrative actions this month included the decredentialing of a number of staff. 

Actions taken by OMD, OCD and Emergency Services was coordinated and without 

incident.   

 As always - FEEL FREE TO CALL HIM IF YOU HAVE CLINCAL QUESTIONS. 

 

END OF REPORT 
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